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The beauty of Shoji screens is their versatility.
Instead of ugly and immovable stud partitions
for instance, you could use Shoji to divide a
room into separate spaces. Spaces which can be
altered simply and quickly.
You can hide an unpleasant view through a win-
dow, or create a concealed office within a living
area.
You could also glide a screen across a kitchen
space - just as guests arrive for dinner.
Shoji make attractive false windows with back
lighting to provide an uplift for dark corners.
Imagine a wardrobe or cupboards with Shoji
sliding doors which are backlit!
And Shoji isn’t limited to indoors. In the garden
they can be adapted to make excellent trellis-
style screening to avoid being overlooked, using
shot blasted safety glass.
The Shoji system is an ancient one which is so
perfectly conceived and designed, that it fits
into just about any style of building or interior.
Shoji are light, strong and easily installed or
moved.
Obviously few spaces requiring Shoji are the
same shape but there are classic proportions to
be respected when constructing the screens, so
each one has to be designed separately.
The main material used for the in-fill resembles
a hand-made paper but has all the necessary
fire certification for modern interiors.
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all screens are handcrafted to order

prefer to make a site visit. After taking mea-
surements, I return to the workshop to design
with an Apple Macintosh. In designing the pan-
els it’s important to get the balance right.
With the aid of the computer it is easy to
alter the spacings of the kumiko to get a more
balanced feel to the overall design. Only from
these scale drawings can I draw up my quote.
Maple is used for the frames and kumiko
because of its warm colour and stability. All
the joints are glued with a two part epoxy,
not pva glue, as that invariably leaves a white
stain on the timber, only noticeable after lac-
quering. The frames and panels are finally
sprayed with 4 coats of matt lacquer before
the paper is applied. 

Within my quote I will have allowed for con-
sultation, design, manufacture, transport and

installing the screens myself, no hidden extras.

My system can be applied to the following 

Sliding Doors
Cupboard and wardrobe doors
Windows
Free-standing or fixed screens
As an Illumination
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Shoji was originally introduced to Japan from
China where the houses were constructed
with heavy walls and shoji was used to parti-
tion off areas within the interior. The tradi-
tional Japanese house allows for more flexi-
ble living. The basic construction is of timber,
using columns and raf ters rather like in our
old farm barns. The spaces in between were
filled by doors, most of them sliding, even
vertically sliding as in sash windows. In this
way any wall, interior or exterior, could at
different times become an entrance or exit,
a window or an open space, as the family
desired. These sliding doors are called shoji
and consist of a frame and a lattice-work
panel of inter-woven slats called kumiko. A
delicate handmade paper is then applied on
to the frame work with rice starch glue.
After researching into which paper to use, I
settled on a man-made paper that has the
look of natural fibres, it is strong and is fire
rated to BS476

Method of Design.
Although my process follows an ancient tra-
dition, it is achieved by taking advantage of
modern technology. The screens are
designed on computer and manufactured on
modern machinery, so nobody need be
frightened by the cost. Prices start at £30
per sq foot for single sided window treat-
ments. As each installation is custom built, I
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Further details are avaliable, please contact
me at the workshop. Visits are always wel-
come but by prior arrangment only.



An Example of Eastern Influence in Contemporary Design

Kyung J. Lee, Ph.D., CID 

With the advent of trans-Pacific communication and ideas in this century, a great

deal of intercultural influence has pervaded every sphere of East/West relations.

From electronics to modern art, the exchange of ideas has had a profound

impact on the development of these two global cultures. Modern Western soci-

ety has incorporated many aesthetic and functional Eastern influences as a source

of inspiration in design. One such example is the Japanese influence on modern

architecture shown through the works of Frank Lloyd Wright and Walter

Gropius. In much of Western modern and contemporary architecture, this influ-

ence is manifest in terms of simplicity, flexibility, modularity and emphasis on the

beauty of unaltered natural structures. Certain characteristics of Japanese archi-

tecture have been popularly adopted in the United States and other Western

countries.

One such functional element is shoji, which is made of a simple skeleton

of thin wooden strips arranged in various rectangular patterns framed by some-

what wider strips, over which rice paper is usually pasted. These are mainly used

as a partitioning device, in addition to providing a source of illumination and deco-

ration. Shoji is usually referred to as the "shoji screen" in Western countries.

However, shoji also may be used as sliding panels, doors, windows, dividers or

space enclosures. Currently, glass is generally used for outside doors and win-

dows in Japan. In living rooms, a shoji window often is placed in front of the glass

windows to prevent the room from losing its harmonious atmosphere through

the presence of glass. Even in rooms with modern Western decor, a translucent

window often is fixed in front of glass windows in place of a curtain in order to

achieve subdued light, a warm surface effect and good heat insulation. Thus, win-

dows of a contemporary room consist of shoji inside, amado (wooden door) out-

side and glass windows in between.

Western Applications

Shoji has been used in modern Western homes in various ways. Large pane win-

dows with unpleasant views are covered with shoji to improve the overall

appearance. Walls are covered with shoji to increase the sense of spaciousness as

well as to add more light through the screen's natural reflecting qualities. A pair

of shoji sliding doors are ideal for bathrooms, and space-saving shoji doors func-

tion as a closet. For the bathroom, waterproof material often is incorporated

with the shoji. Shoji skylights are another example of modern Western applica-

tion. Outside, shoji provides an enclosure for the verandah. Frosted glass also is

an excellent substitute for shoji paper. Therefore, sliding panels can be used for

summer home porches to eliminate glaring sunlight and chilly winds when neces-

sary. In general, shoji works well with any decor. Yagi (1986) demonstrates that

shoji complements Western leather furniture and glass-topped coffee tables in

the simple modern interior. Sasaki (1970) also demonstrates several examples of

houses designed in a combination of both traditional Japanese and modern char-

acteristics. His illustrations show shoji as a major design element contributing to

the beauty of a combined style. In recent years, California architects have been

adopting Japanese architectural ideas to American needs. Shoji has been among

their most popular adaptations, not only in Hawaii and California, but also in

New York and other states. Many shelter magazines have published articles on

shoji as a flexible room partitioning device. Shoji is described as Japanese

portable room dividers providing low-cost privacy and high style decoration for

homes in the United States. Ishimoto (1963) depicted several American homes

that used Japanese ideas to their advantage. All homes were in the San Francisco

Bay area, where the Japanese influence has been traditionally strong. One illustra-

tion demonstrated the use of shoji as a divider between the living room and the

kitchen/dining room. By moving a shoji panel, the living room could be opened

to the kitchen/dining room. Even when the translucent shoji was closed, it let in

light from the living room to the kitchen. One side of the dining room, therefore,

was able to function as the passage between the kitchen and living room. 



Commercial Adaptations

Shoji also has been a popular decorative and functional device in both commercial

buildings and apartments in the United States. One example of its use in a com-

mercial building is the Cafe Seiyoken in New York, NY, where elegant shoji-style

mirrors are used to create a blended style of Orientalized Art Deco and Elsie de

Wolfe (Boles, 1983). Another example of shoji's use is in the Mitsui Co. building

in Houston, TX, which shows again the versatility of shoji blending in modern

interiors. The Kyoto Imperial Palace, which was originally built in the late eighth

century and reconstructed in 1855, reveals grid-works positioned between heavy

pillars on its front doors (Fujioka, 1982). These patterns and structures are very

similar to the Louvegrid doors of the award-winning Chicago, IL, showroom of

GF Furniture. The same Louvegrid doors are used in the New York office of

Skidmore, Owings, Merrill (SOM). Still another example of grid doors can be

found in the interiors of the Marriott Hotel in Minneapolis, MN. The grids used in

this building are smaller than the previous two examples, and are finished in a

darker color. Because of this darker grid color, the Marriott Hotel, more than the

other two examples, resembles the front facade of the Kyoto Imperial Palace.

These grid doors are referred to as Louvegrid doors and are manufactured in

the United States. They can be made of different types of wood and finished

with clear lacquer, painted or left natural. They create a high directional line of

sight, proper ventilation and light polarization as do the shoji. The three common

types of material used for panel inserts include white translucent synskin, vellum

insert and white translucent plastic framed in redwood, suitable for the outdoors.

Thus, the choice of material used is a good examples of the adaptation of shoji to

American needs. The Louvegrid system also can be applied to the ceiling, which

indicates another possibility of decorative enrichment for modern interiors. The

interior shoji panels are currently manufactured in the United States by several

companies and small workshops. They are available in custom and standard sizes.

A fairly new partitioning device, manufactured by an office systems company, has

appeared on the market and helps expand the creative possibilities for interior

architecture within the open office. The system includes panels, fan lights, shingles

and French doors. Its overall design concept appears very similar to that of the

shoji panels. The way shoji has been adapted in the United States clearly shows a

design solution that combines new materials and the concept of shoji into a prac-

tical direction. While similarly-styled products may not have been created solely

by the influence of shoji and related architectural elements, it is clear that they

are a part of Japanese influence on modern architecture because no other influ-

ence is shown as distinctively as the shoji. Shoji seems to have been used mostly

in modern buildings and interiors in the United States. This fact suggests that

shoji's quality is best incorporated both functionally and aesthetically with mod-

ern styles of architecture and interiors. Although less prevalent, shoji also has an

harmonizing flexibility with traditional Western styles of furnishings. In the Shoji

Workshop in Astoria, NY, shoji have been demonstrated to unify a Queen Anne-

style dining set and an Oriental rug. Shoji is both aesthetically and functionally

appreciated because of its delicate form, contrasting light, compensating colors

and warm texture. In addition, shoji is valued for its functional, practical, struc-

tural and economical qualities. More specifically, the flexible floor plan, the sense

of space, the emphasis on simplicity, the neutral background, the beauty of natu-

ral woods and the restraint in color are the qualities derived from shoji. These

qualities are the basis for much modern architectural inspiration for contempo-

rary Western designers. 

Kyung J. Lee, Ph.D., CID, is an associate professor at California State

University, Chico, in the Department of Art.


